Mister Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Eric Stafford, and I serve as Vice President of Government Affairs for the Kansas Chamber. The Kansas Chamber appreciates the opportunity to testify in support of Senate Bill 69 which requires the Legislative Coordinating Council to authorize an independent study of retail rates of Kansas electric utilities.

Businesses in our state have access to a variety of reliable energy sources. However, rising energy costs are a newer issue to the state. Looking at the chart below, Kansas had a strong ranking in the top 15 states in 2007-2008, before starting to slip in our national ranking for affordable energy costs. Kansas now ranks 34th in the nation according to data collected in our annual competitiveness index (ACI) conducted by Graham Toft with GrowthEconomics.

This increase in utility rates led to our board of directors approving language in our 2019 legislative agenda supporting “a legislative study on the competitiveness of Kansas energy rates, including electric generation deregulation, and recommendations to improve our regional ranking.”

The Kansas Chamber holds a unique position of representing both ratepayers, and utilities. We have been in constant communication with our utility members who have concerns with SB 69 as introduced.
We are open to suggestions to improve SB 69 based on those concerns and ultimately hope that an agreement on language can be worked out to accomplish the goal of our board position to approve an independent study, and recommendations going forward to get Kansas back to a more competitive position in its electric energy costs.

We appreciate the opportunity to testify in support of Senate Bill 69 and look forward to working with interested parties to find a solution. I am happy to answer any questions you might have at the appropriate time.